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Paper One ( 200 Marks ) 

 

I Vocabulary ( 50 Marks ) 

 

From a, b, c and  d choose the correct the answer: ( 5 X 3 = 15 m. ) 

 

1- ………………homes are not common in the Arab world because Islam urges 

people to honour and take care of parents in their old age. 

a –Strong-willed b- Geriatric   c-Gifted   d-Durable  
 

2- John  is not really happy. He’s trying to………………..the fact that he failed 

all the exams.  

a-conceal           b-wane   c-revolve   d-assist 

  

3- We must be full of ……………….. for firefighters who risk their lives to 

save people in danger.      

a-exhaustion          b-workshop   c- vicinity            d- admiration 

 

4- People in big cities like Cairo are trying to cope with …..… traffic problems.  

a-vigorous           b-deserted  c-chronic   d-rural  

 

5- Governments should be committed to reducing…… . A lot of young people 

are without jobs. 

a -unemployment  b-glamour    c-emission         d-accusation  
 

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list : ( 5 X 3 =15  m. ) 

{   degree /  contemporary/  came round/  abhorrent/  tour/ picturesque} 

6.I visited Istanbul last summer. It is a truly picturesque and historic place.  

7.Big football teams like Barcelona tour Asia and play friendly games in return 

for huge amounts of money.      
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8.Some people think space exploration is completely abhorrent because it costs 

billions of dollars while many people are starving in Africa.  

9.Sami was badly injured in a car accident. He found himself in hospital  

when he came round.         

10.The National Assembly building combine contemporary and traditional 

architecture. 

C ) Choose the right definition from a, b, c  and d  ( 4 X 3 = 12 m. ) 

11.His lawyer advised him to repudiate all accusations.   

a- visit several parts of a country 

b-pick out and emphasize  

c-refuse to accept or be associated with 

d-become weaker  
12. Learning environment is superb. Students have sophisticated equipment that 

makes learning much easier. 

a-impressively splendid 

b-under water 

c-full of danger or risk 

d- feeling ashamed   
13. All the guests came to the party in their best attire. 

a- clothes 

b- an illness, typically a minor one 

c-an abstract idea 

d- natural ability or skill 

14.Muslims shouldn't use water extravagantly ,especially when there is little 

rainfall.   

a-randomly, by chance                         b- usually, habitually 

c-closely compacted in substance        d-using resources in a wasteful way  
 

D. Use these words in your own sentences: (4 x 2 =8) 
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15- centenarian 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

16- promote 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

17- drowsy 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

18- frequently 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Structure  ( 40 Marks ) 

A ) From a, b, c or d choose the correct the answer: ( 5 X 3 = 15 m. ) 
 
19-Diabetic people have to learn to do…………………..sugar.        

  a. with    b. without    c. up   d. away 

 

20- It was a freak accident .It was a marvel that everyone involved was still ….

    

  a. alive   b. live             c. life  d. a life  

    

        21-He knew he would succeed ……………….the very bad weather conditions.  

               

a. but                    b. although    c. though   d. despite 

 

22- She could beat adults in memory games ………………involved numbers.  

              

a.who              b. where      c. which  d. whose 
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23- …………… Ali and his brother speak English fluently. 

a. Both                        b. Neither                               c. Nor                d. Either 

 
 

  B ) Correct the verbs in brackets ( 5 X  3 = 15  m. ) 
 
24-By next month, I (finish) my exams.                                     Will have finished 

25- Our daughter, who is 16 , (not graduate) from school yet.   Haven’t graduated   

26-The kids went out after they (clean) their bedroom.              Had cleaned        

27 –He both speaks and  ( write ) three languages.     writes  

28- If you had been there, you (enjoy) yourself.                   would have enjoyed 

  
C / Do as shown between brackets : ( 5 x 2 = 10  m.  ) 

 29-I have never been astounded.   
 Never have been astounded.                                                       (Complete) 
 
30-You could buy a new game .You could buy a new book .Only one is possible. 
You could buy either a new game or a new book.                             (Join) 
 
31- They redecorated their house .                                     ( Form the Causative ) 
They had their house redecorated . 
 
32-" Where have you been ?"                      
    He asked his friend where he had been .                      ( Report  ) 
 
33- I have received your message.                                                  (Make passive) 
Your message has been received. 
 

III - Language Functions ( 50 Marks ) 
A) Write what you would say in the following situations: (5 X 5   = 25  m.) 
34. A friend of yours thinks that all elderly people belong to geriatric homes. 

 Disagreement 

35. Your father has decided that the family should move to the countryside. 

 Disapproval  

36. Your brother is convinced that women can’t succeed as politicians. 

 Persuasion 
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37.You’ve decided to become an artist. Your parents don’t understand your 

choice of career. 

 Explaining choice 

38. Your sister has recently scored high marks in her Aptitude Test. 

 Praise  
 
 
B ) Complete  the missing parts in the following Dialogue ( 5  X 5  = 25  m. ) 

 

39- Salem: I’m bored  recommendation 

Omar: I'm afraid I can't go to the Internet café. Can’t you see I’m busy? 

Salem: I see that you are busy. What are you doing? 

40- Omar: Giving information 

Salem: I've done mine. You can copy it if you like. 

41- Omar: Gratitude  but that would be cheating and I never cheat. 

42- Salem: Well, in that case, Advice / obligation 

Omar: No, I prefer to do it myself. 

43- Salem: Wow! praise 

Omar: Maybe we can go tomorrow. See you. 
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IV Set Book Questions ( 50 Marks ) 

A )Answer only three  of the following questions: ( 3 X 12  = 36 m.) 

44. “The phenomenon of rural depopulation is a major socioeconomic problem 

nowadays.” 

a. In your opinion, why do people constantly move from villages to cities? 

To find better paid jobs. 

Lack of public services in the country.     

b. Suggest proper solutions to deal with this phenomenon. 

More job opportunities in rural areas 

Better infrastructure in rural areas 

45. “Advances in technology designed specifically for space have enabled people 

to revolutionize their lives on earth.” 

a. How has space technology assisted aircraft technology?  

aircrafts are lighter therefore faster  / aircrafts are more economic  

aero plane engines are quieter 

b. Do you agree with the way technology is changing the world? Justify  

your answer. 

Yes, we have more facilities and more comfortable life. 

No, more destructive weapons endanger our safety. 

46. “Child prodigies are children who demonstrate talents at a very young age.  

      However, some child geniuses lose their talents by adulthood.” 

a. Being a child prodigy has many advantages. Explain.  
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Create a reputation -Being ahead of all others  

Being the centre of attention - Gaining confident. 

b. If you were the parent of a child prodigy, how would you deal with your 

child? 

Be proud of him and take him to specialized schools. 

47. “On February 5
th

 2004, Kuwaiti climber Zed Al Refai became the first Arab 

man to ascend the highest mountain on every continent.” 

a. What qualities does a person need to push the limits?  

Confident / courageous / adventurous / fit / patient / well equipped. 

b. Would you be interested in doing something physically challenging as  

Zed Al Refai? Why or why not? 

Yes, I can be as famous as him. 

No, it’s too dangerous for me. 

Literature Time 

B. Answer only TWO of the following questions: (2x12=24) 

48. “I promise to bring him the file and what bits of food I could and set my face 

towards home, and made the best use of my legs.” 

a. What was Pip running from?     

He was running from the fearful man in rough clothes with a great 

iron on his leg. 

b. If you were in Pip’s shoes, would you help the man on the marshes?  

    Explain your reasons. 
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Any Reasonable Answer 

49. “As I had grown used to my expectations I had begun to notice their effect 

upon myself and those around me.”     

a. How has Pip’s relation with others changed as a result of his wealth? 

He had distanced himself from his old friends and made his brother in 

law, Joe feels unwanted. 

b. In your opinion, can wealth be a curse? Justify.  

Any Reasonable Answer 

50. “I have gone, for you are well again, and will do better without Joe.” 

a. When did Joe say this statement? 

After Pip recovered from his illness and Joe took good care of him. 

b. Are there any similarities between your character and that of Joe’s? 

    Explain. 

Any Reasonable Answer 

 


